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Introduction
In this paper we consider the 2 -periodic problem for the equation x 00 + n 2 x = f(x) ? b(t) (1) where n is a positive integer, b(t) is continuous and 2 -periodic, and f(x) is bounded and continuous. The corresponding pioneering work is due to Lazer and Leach 6] , who proved the existence of at least one 2 -periodic solutions under one of the the conditions jbj < 2 lim inf and that the unboundedness of su ciently large solutions follows from a weaker condition involving the asymptotic properties of f:
In this paper, we prove su cient conditions for the existence of 2 -periodic solutions, which can be expressed using, instead of the asymptotic properties of f; those of the (odd) x 00 + x = sin x ? sin(sin t); The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in Section 6, after some preliminary notions and results have been introduced, and some generalizations will be discussed in Section 8. 3 An associated planar mapping and its equivalent formulation which is such that the system of equations (4) is equivalent to the abstract equation
Pf(x) ? Pb = 0:
If we denote by n the two-dimensional space spanned by the function cos nt and sin nt; then P(L 2 ) = n ; and it will be useful to study the restriction of equation (5) to n : Of course, every element of n can be written equivalently in the form sin(nt+'); with 0 and ' 2 IR; and hence we are interested in obtaining an expression for Pf( sin(nt + ')): Lemma 1. For each 0 and ' 2 IR; we have Pf( sin(n( ) + '))(t) = 1 sin(nt + ') ( ): (6) where is de ned in (2).
Proof. Since
Pf( sin(n( ) + '))(t) = 1 Z 2 0 cos n(t ? s)f( sin(ns + ')) ds 5 An asymptotic lemma for trigonometric integrals
To relate P(f(x) ? Pb) and its restriction to n ; we need a result on the asymptotic behavior of some trigonometric integrals, which is a variation of the one used in 1].
Let C Therefore it is su cient to prove the equality
for g(t) = sin nt and for g(t) = cos nt. Let us choose an " > 0 and let us show that the supremum in (10) is less than " for su ciently large j j:
For this, let us split the interval 0; 2 ] into a nite number of subintervals a i ; b i ] and b i ; a i+1 ] in the following way. The intervals (b i ; a i+1 ) contain the set ft 2 0; 2 ] : cos nt = 0g, the union of these intervals can have any arbitrary small measure, so they can be choosen such that
Suppose that the points a i and b i are xed up to the end of the proof of the lemma. Fix any of them and doin this integral, the change of variables t = t ( ) de ned by the formula sin n = sin nt + h(t):
The function t ( ) is one-to-one, t ( ) ! and t 0 ( ) ! 1 uniformly in as j j ! 1. > such that problem (1) has a solution x(t) = sin(nt + ') + h(t), where 2 ( ; ).
This implies the corresponding conclusion of Theorem 1.
Step 1: Equivalent equation. The part x = aAx of equation (13) which is linear at in nity is degenerate: the linear operator I ?aA has the nontrivial 2-dimensional kernel n introduced in Section 3. Below we use the already introduced orthogonal projector P on the plane n ; and the projector Q = I ? P:
Now the two di erent cases of Theorem 1 will be considered separately.
Step 2 : Existence of a solution. If ! +1, then according to Lemma 3, Pf(x) ? Pf( sin(n( ) + ')) ! 0; analogously Ps(x) ? Ps( sin(n( ) + ')) ! 0. Due to (6) Pf( sin(n( ) + '))(t) = 1 ( ) sin(nt + '); Ps( sin(n( ) + ')) = 4 sin(nt + '): and the general properties of the index at in nity imply the corresponding conclusion of Theorem 1.
Step 3 : Unbounded set of solutions. de ned and that j j = 1. This equality proves the remaining part of the theorem: any k contains its own solution of problem (1), and the sets k are disjoint. The constant R 1 will be chosen below, and it does not depend on k.
Let us x some k and let us calculate j j for this number k. Consider Let us prove that the homotopy is nonzero on @ k . If it is not the case, then (x; ) = 0 for some 2 0; 1] and x(t) = sin(nt+')+h(t). Therefore, Q (x; ) = 0 and P (x; ) = 0. The rst equality implies the estimates khk L 2 R 1 ; khk C 1 c This means that without any information about "(z) we cannot study our equation for the case z 0 = 0. The reason of this fact is the even dimension of the space: in odddimensional space the situation is di erent.
Our main periodic problem at in nity is rather close to such a 2-dimensional equation. An equivalent integral equation can be represented as the product of the considered 2-dimensional equation and some in nite-dimensional one, which is asymptotically linear and non-degenerate. Then the topological properties of the equivalent equation coincide with the properties of the 2-dimensional one.
8 Generalizations 8.1. We have formulated the main result for problem (1) . It is possible to reformulate it for higher order ordinary di erential equations or for more general type equations from control theory as considered in 4]. Consider for example the equation 8.3. It would be interesting to obtain some analog of the rst part of Theorem 1 for essentially time-depending nonlinearities f(t; x). The principal di culty of this case is following.
The two-dimensional mapping ( ; ) 7 ! Pf( ; sin(n( ) + )) must have some proper topological properties, which hold in the case where f(t; x) = f(x) ? b(t): Explicitely, Pf( sin(n( ) + ))(t) = ( ( )= ) sin(nt + ); and this mapping can be factorized as a composition of a mapping depending only on the variable ; and another one depending only on . This allows us to use the theorem on the product of degrees. Without any additional assumptions (or at least ideas !), both components of this mapping depend on both variables, and we do not see how to calculate the index in the general case.
Of course, the case where f(t; x) = f(x) + f 1 (t; eld related to problem (1) , and this index is equal to 0.
